Peppered Moth
Paper Decoration
The peppered moth’s story
is one of light and dark,
adaptation and survival.
Celebrate this unique and
remarkable moth by crafting
your own 3D paper decoration.
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To find out about the peppered
moth’s role in the theory of evolution,
visit the Butterfly Conservation’s website.
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•
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A4 sheet of decorative card – we’re using glittery silver card
Piece of thick card for moth template – we’re using part of a
cereal box
Pieces of dark and light card for the moths – we’re using
glittery white card and plain black card
Fine string (20cm) – we’re using fine silver string
Decorative materials – we’re using silver paper and sequins
Beads – we’re using 4 small glass beads
Pen or pencil
Ruler
Scissors
Stapler
Glue
Sticky tape
Needle

Peppered moths

Instructions...

1

Use the ruler to draw a
vertical line, 2cm wide, on the
A4 sheet of decorative card. Cut along the
line to make a strip. Turn the strip into a
circle by overlapping the two ends. Make
sure you have about a 3cm overlap before
stapling the circle in place.

Staple here

2

Make a moth template by folding the
piece of thick card in half and drawing
half a moth shape from the folded edge. Cut-out
the shape and unfold so you have a complete
moth.
Example of
half a moth
shape. Dashed
line represents
folded edge of
card.

3

Check that your moth template fits
inside your circle. If it doesn’t, adjust
the size of your template. Use the template to
make 4 moths from the pieces of dark and light
card. You need 2 dark moths and 2 light moths.

4

Fold the 4 moths in half. If
using glittery/decorative card for the
moths, make sure that the glittery/
decorative surface is on the inside. Take a
dark folded moth and sticky-tape one end
of the string close to its folded edge. This
is your ‘base moth’.

5

Glue a light folded
moth onto the base
moth. On top of the light folded
moth, glue the remaining dark
folded moth. Finally, on top of the
dark folded moth, glue the final
light folded moth (the order goes
dark, light, dark, light). Openup the wings to see your moth
taking shape.

6

To complete your moth’s 3D
effect, glue the open
dark and light moth wings together.
Your moth should now have
4 sides (2 dark and 2 light).

Glue the dark and light
sides together

7

Decorate each side of the moth
with shiny materials. Use light
materials on the dark sides and dark materials
on the light sides for dramatic effect. Thread
some beads onto the length of string coming
out of the moth’s head.

8

Ask an adult to
pierce a hole
through the top of your
circle with a needle - the
hole needs to be just above
or below the staple so that
it’s roughly central (see the
X on the photo). Thread the
moth’s string up through
the hole in the circle. Gently
pull the string through until
the beads stop it going any
further.

X

Make hole here

9

Tie a loop at the top
of the string to finish off the
decoration. Now dangle your moth in a place
where it catches the light and admire its
shimmering beauty!

